
 

 
Wall Light Installation Instructions 
 
PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS PRIOR TO THE INSTALLATION OF YOUR FITTING: 
SAFETY: 
 
1. We recommend all fittings are installed by a qualified electrician. If in any doubt it is essential an 
electrician is consulted. 
2. This light fitting must be installed in accordance with all current IEE wiring regulations and in line 
with current, local building regulations. 
3. Ensure the electrical supply is disconnected; turned OFF at the consumer unit/fuse board, before 
you begin. 
4. Determine the fixing method appropriate to the walls/ceiling construction. 
5. When the fitting is being connected to the electrical connections it is important that the weight of the 
fitting is supported so that no strain is applied to the wiring. 
 
ELECTRICAL CONNECTION & INSTALLATION UK 
 
1. Nb, This wall light MUST BE EARTHED. 
2. We recommend this light fitting to be connected using the terminal block provided or in compliance 
with BS EN 60998-2-1. Nb, terminal block provided is compliant to be installed inside a wall or ceiling 
cavity. 
3. Connect the earth conductor of the electrical supply to the wire coloured yellow and green on the 
wall light. 
4. Connect the switched live conductor of the electrical supply to the live terminal or wire coloured 
brown on the light fitting. 
5. Connect the neutral conductor of your electrical supply to the neutral terminal or wire coloured blue 
on the light fitting. 
6. Check that all the connections are secure and that no loose strands of wire are left outside the 
connector. Check that no wires are trapped behind the back plate or fixings. 
 
IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION 
 
1. Spotlight & Wall Light MUST be switched off before adjusting (allowing to cool).  Loosen the 
wingnut and then set the light to desired position.  Ensure wingnut is tight before relighting.  
2. Spotlight MUST be used in conjunction with a light shade to ensure that the bulb is not able to 
come into contact with any potentially flammable surface, such as the wall covering or curtain fabric. 
Failure to install a shade on the fitting could lead to a fire hazard. 
They are not suitable for use on a flammable surface. 
3. Fit with a lamp (bulb) which is no higher wattage than the lower of: 

1. The wattage sticker on the lamp holder 
2. The wattage sticker on the shade. (e.g. if the lamp holder says max 60w and the shade 
max 40w, the lamp (bulb) must be max of 40w or equivalent. 

4. ALWAYS Switch off at mains before changing a light bulb. 
5. NEVER let children play with light fittings 
6. Do not leave a light fitting without a lamp (bulb) in position due to danger of electric shock. 
7. Do not overtighten shade rings - tighten gently allowing movement of the shade (to prevent damage 
or locking due to heat expansion). 
 
MAINTENANCE 
1. Clean only with a soft, dry cloth 
2. Do not use polishes or abrasives 
 
 

 

 


